
MY TRIP NEW YORK CITY

Updated: 1/5/ | January 5th, When my friends visit New York City, they want to see it all. They have laundry lists of
places to visit, things to do.

What are the best things to see and do here? Want a course tasting menu at the latest trendsetting restaurant?
When the torch was restored in , it was covered in thin sheets of 24k gold. What is the best itinerary for NYC?
After getting turned down by bar after bar, we realized our horrendous fake IDs would get us nowhere and
gave up. The Met houses one of the largest art collections in the world and I could have easily spent the entire
day there, but we only had about 3 hours. I recommend looking into Pod39, which is one of the lesser known
ones, where you can also buy a taco. Store after store reminded me of the mysterious little curio shop in
Gremlins sadly, no mogwais were purchased on the trip : It was about then that I began thinking about the
possibility of actually living in New York. Explore the cafes, beer gardens, and shops on your way to the High
Line entrance at Gansevoort Street. Either way, the views of Manhattan from the water are stunning! On the
elevator up, you can also see images of the historical development of NYC. Click for my tips on where to find
the best classic New York City foods! Express v. Stroll along the pedestrian promenade to admire the New
York City views and wonder over how such an impressive structure was built before the days of power tools.
As an Amazon Associate, I earn from qualifying purchases if applicable. There are also first-come,
first-served tours on Wednesdays at 12pm. There are tremendous views of the harbor, too. Address numbers
get lower the closer the building is to 5th Avenue and higher the farther it is away from 5th Avenue. Go to a
market in Brooklyn. New York City is best explored on foot and this tour, conducted by PhotoTrek Tours , is
a great way to do that. It was just there!


